Murder at
the Luau
Chapter Five: Face in the Crowd

As Jonathan carefully scraped under each
fingernail and collected samples in small glass vials,
Kitty took each to the microscope to analyze. She
was searching for skin cells, in hopes that if they
were right, and Kelekolio died violently, she may
have taken a part of her attacker to her grave, something that would make it possible to identify who

It took well over three hours to properly
examine the body, collect evidence, and clean the
remains. Kitty continued to think of Mrs. Kelekolio
as if she were another ancient body exhumed from an
archaeological site, rather than the wife of her friend
and host. It was easier to focus that way.
They removed the clothing, and set it aside,
bagging it all and sealing the bags to preserve the
chain of evidence for the Maui Police. They took
samples of hair, and photographed all areas of the
skin where there was damage from the heat. They
combed out leaves and debris from around the face,
and bagged plant bits that had fallen inside the woman’s garments. Noelani even got out the thin book
of guidelines from the bottom of her bookshelf for
reference, wanting to be sure that every precaution
was taken and every T dotted, as Kitty’s mother used
to say. Kitty admired Noelani for that, for looking out
for this woman after her death. She wondered why no
one had been looking out for her while she was still
alive.

had done this to her.
“There’s an awful lot of carbon fragments
here, Jonathan—are these the cleanest samples you
could get?” she asked, peering through her microscope lens and seeing more grey and black than anything else. It seemed less like Angela had scratched
her attacker and more like she’d cleaned the grill.
“Honest, yo, that’s the best I can do. And
you know what else?”
Both Kitty and Noelani, who was carefully
labeling each bag of clothing with the appropriate
information, the guidebook spread in front of her to
follow, looked up.
“I don’t think we can get fingerprints from
her, either,” he told them, his forehead screwed up
with worry.
Kitty got up from the smaller of the two
desks and walked over. Jonathan was right: both the
hands on this victim were so charred from the fire
pit at the luau that there were no ridges left to analyze. Kitty picked up the fingerprint card from next
to the left hand, where Jonathan had attempted to
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use ink and take prints. It showed nothing but round

tears in his eyes. Like Noelani, he nodded, but it

blobs of ink, nothing recognizable.

was firm and with resolution, his body language

“So we still don’t even know for certain if it’s
Angela Kelekolio?” Kitty asked.

changing in the moment to determination and forward momentum.

Noelani froze behind Kitty, her face turned

Noelani supervised mixing the dental medi-

slightly to look over her shoulder but her body turned

um and taking impressions of the upper and lower

away.

dentition. It was a grisly procedure, as far as Kitty
Jonathan looked meaningfully at the upper

was concerned: most of the dental she took were

half of the body. Noelani had positively identified it

from remains hundreds of years old, their enamel

at the luau pit, had recognized the woman’s face and

worn and yellowed from hard lives and the trials of

confirmed the identity. But there was always hope.

time.

Hope was what Kitty saw in Jonathan’s face,

Kitty remembered the first tooth she’d ever

the idea blossoming in his brain that maybe, just may-

uncovered in the field. Standing in the red soil

be they’d been mistaken and there was some sliver of

of the Southwest, surrounded by buttes reaching

a chance that this was someone, anyone other than the

toward a blisteringly beautiful azure sky, the search-

surrogate mother who had saved him from the streets

ing winds of the desert pushing the sage green scrub

and given him a home. She had furnished Jonathan

against her boots, she had rocked a screen on wood-

with hope when he arrived on Maui, and Kitty could

en legs to sieve a soil sample from a nearby exca-

see that her words had given Jonathan a new hope, the vation unit. Buckets of soil were collected as the
desperate wish that this was all some horrible misun-

walls surrounding the ancient pueblo were trenched,

derstanding that could easily be rectified.

student archaeologists digging around the sides of

“The surest means of identification is check-

the wall to slowly reveal their depth after time had

ing dental records,” Kitty said quietly. Somehow,

buried them in the sand. Each bucket was then

speaking above a whisper felt like it would be too

carried to a screening station where folding screens,

harsh, would both offer and destroy Jonathan’s hope.

like chicken wire mounted on rectangular frames

“Better than DNA,” Noelani confirmed in the same

and then attached to legs on hinges, could be rocked

soft voice, nodding slightly.

front to back to allow the sand and soil to drift into

Jonathan blinked, like a small child waking,
but also like a grown man who won’t admit he has
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Kitty had sifted an actual ton of soil that

down into the arroyo at the base of the canyon.

summer, she was sure. It was her first field school

Kitty had been taught that when the soil was sifted

and she was eager to please her professor. She

out of the screen, she should work her way clock-

would excavate the fastest, she had told herself, and

wise around the mesh and sort the artifacts from

never miss an artifact or mistake a piece of shat-

the rocks and sticks and random earthy detritus that

tered pottery for a rock. She had drilled herself to

came out of the excavated trench.

look for the slip, that very thin layer of clay applied

When she first picked it up, she knew it

to the outside of a pot like the rind on citrus fruit,

wasn’t a broken pot sherd. Ceramics were lighter,

as a means of differentiating between gravel and

had a sense that air had been mixed with the clay

ceramics. She had paid closer attention than any-

at some point in their creation. This was heavy in

one else when her professor had lectured them with

her palm, a hard weight in relation to its size. And

examples from their own site, showing the various

it wasn’t a rock, either, too smooth even for a river

types of temper, the bits of older broken pottery or

pebble, much less for a rock in the heart of the high

smashed gravel or even grass, that might be used to

desert.

counteract shrinking and prevent cracks when dry-

This was yellowed but had a translucent

ing--and which can both date a piece of pottery to a

surface, with a rounded point at one end and a flat

specific time, and allow the archaeologist to firmly

surface at the other.

conclude where it was made and even by what people group.

She called her professor over to show him
the deer’s tooth she’d discovered, certain in her

In short, Kitty had been an excellent student

pridefulness that she’d found animal remains.

who kept her eyes open when she was rocking the

He had sighed deeply, then looked at the location

screen.

of her excavation trench before calling out to the
But that afternoon had been different. She

had been lost in her own thoughts in a way she

graduate assistant, “Alright, move Unit 6 two meters
north, Jane.”

rarely permitted herself. She had been gazing, she
recalled very clearly, off toward the butte, seeing

Kitty had been confused. Why move the
unit? What, were they just going to stop digging?

how the sunlight caught on the branches of the sage,
scrub oak and toyon that clung to the sides, dazzled

“Congratulations,” he had told her. “You
just found a person.”

by the way the colors changed as the light drifted
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remains without extensive permitting. For practical

in excruciating pain until the day this tooth fell out.”

purposes, most archaeologists in the field simply

The teeth Noelani was molding couldn’t

stopped digging if they found evidence of human

have been more different. Straight, brilliantly white

burial--in this case, the tooth may have been knocked

and evenly spaced with no overlapping, these were

out in a fight or lost from disease and thrown away

not the teeth of an individual who ate hand-ground

by its owner, but her professor had decided better

grain that was inevitably mixed with bits of the

safe than sorry, and pulled the plug on her unit before

grinding stone, such that every bite of corn carried

discovering any other body parts beneath the surface.

with it just a little bit of grit, just enough that over

What Kitty remembered with the most emo-

time the teeth themselves were literally sanded

tion, though, had been that she hadn’t recognized it as

down to the flesh. These were the white, clean,

a tooth at all. The flat end had seemed like the root,

healthy teeth of someone who had lived a privileged

the base of the tooth, but when it was pointed out to

life. Whose bread was bleached white and who con-

her later that the rounded tip was obviously the root,

sumed fresh produce rather than dried, stored corn.

she was forced to question why the opposite end was
so worn.

Half to distract herself and half out of professional habit, Kitty spoke over Noelani’s shoulder

“Ground down to the dentin,” her professor
had explained. “Years of eating corn ground on stone

as she worked and said, “You know, teeth are under
the strongest genetic control of the entire body.”

metates? Man, that’ll do a number on the teeth. Most

No reply beyond the steady, calm breathing

of these Ancient Puebloans, by the time they were

of Noelani and the quiet hope Jonathan was exuding

thirty, they’d worn right through the crowns on their

like cologne.

molars, and the pulp and nerves and dentin on the
interior are completely exposed.”
Kitty had gulped. “Did that hurt? I mean, that

“Actually, teeth change so little over a
lifetime, that they can be used to identify missing
persons from satellite photographs.”

must have hurt!”

Now she was just babbling uncomfortably.

Her professor had laughed without humor.
“If this was my tooth, kid, I would have ripped it out

Very on-brand, Kitty thought. Top of the class and
always a little awkward: hello, Kitty Campbell.

and been glad to have it gone. This is worn down to

“Then this is the next right step. For us, and

below the gumline, see? Whoever this was, they were for her,” Noelani told them. Her voice wasn’t hopeThe Murder Mystery Quilt: Murder at the Luau
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ful, like Jonathan, but resigned. She seemed to feel

a slide by the time Jonathan arrived to get in on the

confident in her identification, but she was a profes-

action.

sional who would do the hard work.
As Noelani extracted the molds with the den-

Pressing against the eyepiece on the microscope, Kitty began to examine what they’d pulled

tal medium from the mouth of the corpse--wow, Kitty from the body’s teeth. Kitty knew from her years of
thought, this is NOT the vacation I expected--Kitty

experience exactly what she was looking at: a seed.

noticed something small and blackened adhering to

“Well?” Noelani prompted.

the surface of the gooey, purple glop in the trays.

Kitty pulled back, thinking deeply.

“Hey, Noelani, what is that?” she asked.
Holding the tray closer to her face, the pathologist seemed to look more closely at the shape. It

Glancing at Noelani she said, with some degree of caution, “It’s a seed, but I don’t know what
that means yet.”

was a teardrop, mostly black, with a slightly uneven
surface.

Jonathan looked from one woman to the other and back again. “Is that, like, a big deal? I mean,

Frowning, she walked over to the desk where

I get seeds in my teeth all the time. Right?”

Kitty had been sitting earlier. Using one of the hand-

Kitty nodded, still mulling. “Sure, yeah.

held magnifying glasses, she peered deeply at the

Raspberry, tomato, lots of little seeds floating

mold, then shifted her body until she was holding

around out there get stuck in our teeth. And the sur-

both hands beneath an angled desk lamp for better

face of the molars is so pitted and filled with crev-

light.

ices that you get seeds stuck that you’ll never even
“If I was going to guess, Doc,” she said, “I’d

say this is your area.”

feel or know about, like banana seeds, stuff so small
it doesn’t register.”

Gesturing over her shoulder but still peering at

She was almost thinking out loud now.

the mold, Noelani beckoned Kitty to join her.
Campbell moved quickly to her side, then

“But this wouldn’t be like that, I don’t think.
I mean, it could be, but it’s less likely…”

took the magnifying glass from her hand.
After a brief inspection, and almost without

Kitty’s voice trailed off. The others seemed
to be waiting for her to continue.

thinking, Kitty hooked the rolling office chair with
her ankle and pulled it toward her. She was already

“Anytime, Doc,” Noelani finally said, with
less impatience than someone without her calm

putting on a fresh pair of latex gloves and prepping
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demeanor might have displayed.

she was eating.”

Kitty chewed her bottom lip in thought, her

Jonathan spoke slowly: “Does that mean...

left fingers mindlessly popping the edge of her latex

wait, so you’re wondering did she get it in her mouth

glove against her right wrist.

while she was in the pit? Is that right?”

She shifted slightly in the chair so her back

Kitty looked at him. “Good, yes. That’s ex-

was half-turned to the microscope and she was able to actly what I’m wondering. Or the alternative…”
better see both Noelani and Jonathan.
“The body was found in the barbecue pit,”

“That it found its way into her teeth before she
died,” Noelani supplied.

she began, framing her thoughts by starting with the
obvious.

“It got stuck in the goop, that’s how you found
it, yeah?” Jonathan asked.

The other two tolerated this, but Jonathan
backed away a step and took a deep, calming breath

Noelani nodded and looked at him, her eyebrows raised in encouragement.

in.

“So...maybe it wasn’t IN her teeth? Like, it
Holding her hands in front of her in a gesture

was just on top?”

to indicate she understood their frustration, but asking
silently for patience, she continued: “Because it was

Noelani and Jonathan both looked at Kitty
expectantly.

in the pit, she was exposed to fire, ash, smoke and
burnt debris. Do we all agree?”

Kitty looked down at her hands and willed
herself to stop popping the latex glove against her

Both Noelani and Jonathan nodded. Noelani’s wrist.
face, unlike Jonathan’s, had shifted to indicate she
was beginning to catch on to Kitty’s line of thought.
“So, this is a seed, but seeds can get stuck in
our teeth anytime, when we’re eating, agreed?”

“If it was just on top of her teeth, not in them,”
she said slowly, “then there are two logical possibilities: either this seed was in the pit and fell into her
mouth when she was buried there, or…”

The others nodded again. Jonathan squeezed
his eyebrows together in concentration.

“It was on her when she went into the pit, and
it got burned when her body did,” Noelani finished.

“But this seed isn’t fresh, is what you’re saying,” Noelani supplied in her soft voice.
“Exactly,” Kitty said. “This seed is burnt.

Kitty nodded again. She tilted her head
thoughtfully. “You know, this might actually be a
clue? Like, a mystery novel type clue?”

Which means it didn’t get caught in her teeth while
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seriousness. “This isn’t a mystery novel. I believe

we know for sure who...she is.”

this is a woman I admired, a woman Jonathan loved.
If it’s a clue, I am asking you to chase it down and

Noelani nodded. “Jonathan, I want you to
get those records personally.”

find out the truth.”

Jonathan looked at Noelani questioningly.

Kitty gulped slightly. She flushed, too, ad-

She shook her head sadly, saying, “If we call

mitting to herself silently that she had been caught

or send a request through the department, someone

up in the...oh, God, the FUN of the mystery, and had

somewhere is going to see that name. The coconut

for just a moment forgotten she wasn’t investigating

wireless is going to get the word out, anyway, but if

the details of an ancient set of remains discovered

we can slow it down by you walking over instead of

in lonely desert country, but instead was two feet

picking up the phone, I think that’s best.”

from the body of a woman who had been alive and

“Coconut wireless?” Kitty asked. Clearly

breathing just yesterday, and was now the victim of

Jonathan understood, because he was already strip-

a crime.

ping off his gloves and tidying his work station.

“I might be the perfect woman for the job,”
Kitty told her, with real humility in her voice.
Noelani held her gaze a moment longer, then

Noelani responded, “Maui is a very small
island. Everyone you know knows everyone you
know. You know?”

nodded sharply, satisfied.

Kitty let out a small sigh of comprehension.

“Good, then tell us what’s next.”

Word travels fast in tiny communities, she knew.

Kitty frowned, a little startled. Noelani had
seemed to forceful just a moment before, and Kitty

“And if it’s not Angela Kelekolio, you don’t
want to get people worked up?” she asked.

had been somewhat relieved at the idea that she

“Even more so if it IS her,” Noelani replied,

wasn’t driving this boat. But who was she kidding?

looking at the body on the slab. “There will be a lot

This entire experience was exactly what she craved.

of weeping, and a lot of questions if this is her.

Kitty Campbell had never really wanted a

“And Doc? I know it is.”

vacation.

Kitty looked at the small woman next to her,

“First, we get dental records for Angela

whose certainty was both quiet and tragic.

Kelekolio. We need something to compare these

“Then we had better do a good job,” she

dental impressions, right? I know you both cared

said. “Jonathan, if you’re going out to get the dental

for her--I don’t want to chase down this seed until

records, I will work to identify this seed. Knowing
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what species we’re looking at will help narrow down
the options.”
Noelani turned to face the body squarely and
told her, “And I will prepare her for mourning. No
matter who she is, someone misses her.”
A new seriousness descended on Kitty as she
took her seat at the microscope again and began to
sketch the seed.
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